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ABSTRACT

Measurements of flame height and temperature distribution above fuel
surface were made on rectangular propane burners i,.p a huge calm eln~os~72.'

Flame height is represented as a function of Q d; Q/ p CpT g AB ,
where A and B are the length of the shorter and

m'1'onger
~ide

0
of a fuel

respectively. Vertical distribution of temperature above the center of a
fuel is compared with temperature profiles for square fuels and for line
fuels. Finally a practical criterion for the approximation of rectangular
fuels by square and line source is proposed.
key words: turbulent flame, flame height, temperature, aspect ratio.

INTRODUCTION

Deterministic properties of turbulent diffusion flames such as flame
height and temperature above the flame have been studied for various
purposes in the field of fire research e.g., [1-8J. Dimensional analysis
of the flame g59~etry has established the dependence of the ratio of flame
h~ight on Q/D [lJ, and its s Lgn Lf Lcance Iff 5?~~en represented by a
d Lmens LonLe s s heat release rate, Q; p CpT g D L5J or some parameter
representing an essentially same implic~tio%[6J. However, while there are
plenty of fuel shapes in actual fires, most of current studies have
assumed relatively ideal fuel geometry, e.g. point source, round or square
surface, probably for the simplicity of analysis.

For rectangular "nonideal" fuels, we can expect some qualitative
relation between the deterministic properties and aspect ratio from the
established knowledge on the mechanism of ideal fuels; as a result of the
increase of entrainment by the increase of aspect ratio an increase of
aspect ratio for a given heat release rate is expected to result in the
decrease of flame height. Decrease of flame height will further result in
the decrease of temperature and velocity along the axis of the turbulent
plume above the flame since these properties are strongly dependent on the
flame height. Such influence of the fuel shape on the flame behavior is
also expected to vanish for a flame considerably higher than the fuel
size. The purpose of this study is to quantify these effects by
experiments for the ease of the prediction of deterministic properties of
turbulent diffusion flames in actual fires.
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GOVERNING PARAMETERS AND EXPECTED RELATIONS

*The dimensionless parameter corresponding to Q
fuel surface is

for a rectangular

0)Q* = Q/ C T 1/2A3/2Bmod Po p og

where A and B are lengths of the shorter and longer side r e sp e qt Lve Ly ,
This modified dimensionless heat release rate is identical to Q for a
square fuel , and for B~(X) limit, it becomes identical to

Q* Q / C T l/2A3/2 (2)
t t Po P og

where Qt ~s heat release rate per unit length from a line fire. For square
fuels, Q dependence of flame height is described as

(3)

(4)

* *where n=2/5 for Q ,G 1, and n becomes larger for Q < 1 [7]; this implies
that the influence of fuel size will vanish for Q ,G 1, or "for relatively
tall flames. From this result, the power representing the Q* dependence of
L

F
/ A for line fires is expected to yield 2Q for large Q values; this

relation has been eventually obtained for Q ,G 1 of line fires against a
vertical wall[9J.

From these correlations, it is expected for "nonideal" fires that
,for flames considerably higher than the longer side of a fuel, flame
height becomes independent of fuel geometry and proportional to 2/5 power
of heat release rate, while for low heat release rates, the height of
flame f r om, a rectangular fuel becomes closer to that from line fires.
Assuming Q '* dependence of L

F
and proportionality of L

F
to 2/5 power of

Q for largem~ d values, flame height for a fuel of aspect ratio, a, is
expected to forrow

L
F

= Ya2/5Q* 2/5A
mod

if excess air ratio for flames above rectangular fuels is consistent with
that for square fuels.

For vertical distribution of excess temperature above the center of a
fuel surface, similarity analysis on pO~:Z75 source and line source plumes
has led to f~'3dependence of e on z!(Q D) for square fuels[7,llJ and
e on z/ (Q t A) for line fir.?s [10 J. It is naturally assumed that for
ftiels of relatively small aspect ratio e would follow the relation
obtained for square fuels, while for fuels of large aspect ratio e would
follow the relation for line fires. From the analogy of the flame aheight
analysis, e for a fire of relativel~~~l ~~ct ratio is expected to be
represented

a
as a function of z/ (a Q d A). However, since a fuel

shape effect is believed to be significa!lfJ.~ only in the near field of a
flame, it is also expected that the square-fuel theory would still hold in
the far field of flames from a slender fuel, while the line-fuel theory
may hold in the near field above a fuel of small aspect ratio. These
expected relations shall be examined by the following experiments.

EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION

The experiments were conducted using a O.lm x 1.Om and a 0.2m x 1.Om
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Figure Structure of the 0.20m x 1.0m burner

rectangular porous burners with propane as the fuel. The interior of the
0.2m x 1. Om burner was divided into five O. 2m xO. 2m square sub-burners
such that aspect ratio could be changed from 1 to 5(Figure 1). Therefore,
aspect ratio of the fuel was chosen to be 1,2,3,4,5, and 10. The burners
were filled with ceramic beads of approximately 5mm diameter, and the
height of the exit of each burner was approximately 0.50m above the floor
of a laboratory, 27m by 20m in plan and 27m high without artificial floor
surround at the level of the burner exits. For each burner exit
conditions, heat release rate was changed from appro~imately 20kW to
300kW. This heat input range corresponds to t~ Q range from
approximately 0.3 to 5. this condition covers Q mod ~~1ues for the
combustion of usual furnitures and liquid fuels[7,ll,IZ-J.

Observations were made on the geometry of visible flames and the
vertical temperature distribution above the center of the burner exits.
Flame was monitored by a video camera during each experiment, and data af
the flame height were obtained from observation of the videotape; the
reported values of flame height are the average of the height of
flame-tips observed for more than 3 minutes at the intervals of 1 s. While
there are many definitions of flame height, this definition was chosen for
the simplicity in measurement and relatively good consistency among
observers.

Temperature measurements were made using O.20mm diameter
chromel-alumel thermocouples. The time constant of the temperature
measurement system is approximately 10 s. No corrections have been made
for the radiation and conduction losses from the junction of each
thermocouple. Soot buildup considerably thinner than the radius of the
thermocouple junctions was observed on some thermocouples after each
measurement. These errors may lead to an underestimate of gas temperature;
for O. 20mm diameter chromel-alumel thermocouples with an emissivity of
around 0.9, the error due to radiation loss will range from 2 to 20% over
the temperature range 300-1,OOOoe. To eliminate the influence of
accidental sway of the flame, temperature was monitored at each height not
only just above the burner center but also at two different points 5 cm
apart from the center in the direction of shorter side. The reported
values of temperature are the average of the maximum temperature at each
height at the interval of 10 s over 3 minutes during which the temperature
above the burner center was higher than the other two.
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RESULTS

Flame Height

Flame height data are correlated with heat release rate in two
diffe~ent ways; one directly between L

E
and Q, and the other between LF/A

and Q d' From the former analysis, It is expected that for, large heat
input, m~nfluence of the size and shape of fuel will become insignificant
and all flame height data will fallon the L -Q relation obtained for
square fuels. On the other hand, for relatively low heat release rate,
influence of fuel shape will become dominant and flame height data on
rectangula* fuels will fallon the relation for line fuels in the graph

for LF/A-Q mod'

Figure 2 shows ~?5 LF-Q relationship. For the 0.20m square burner, LF
is proportional to Q for Q;;' 2~Jy~' whereas flame height for the Ov l Om x
1.Om burner is proportional to Q for Q <lOOkW. While flame heights for
all rectangular burners are shorter than that for the square burner, flame
height for the 0.20m x 0.40m burner is very close to that for the 0.20m
square burner for Q;;' 80kW; it means the disappearance of shape effect in
this regime of the 0.20m x 0.40m burner. For aspect ratio greater than 2,
the fuel shape effect is found to be considerably significant for the
examined experimental conditions. Flame height for the 0.20m x 1.0m burner
is generally very close to the data for the O.lOm x 1.0m burner.

Figure 3 shows the L / A_Q1, d r e l.a t Lonsbf.p ; for ~he 0.10 x 1. Om
burner* LF/A is proportional to ~ power of Q d for Q d~ 3, and the
L

F/
A-Q rela,ponships for aspect r a t Lo j> 3 afJl very cl~~e to this for

approxil:i~~ely Q ,1< 1. Assuming the "line source bound" along these data,
it is concluded

motl1at
flame height from any "nonideal" fire will fall

between the line-source bound an~ the square-source bound. Flame hei~?5

for the a.20m xO.40m burner for Q d;;' 2 approaches to approximately 2
times L

F
for the 0.20m square burn~~ as expected from equation(4).

Temperature

In order to obtain reference vertical temperature distribution for
line and square f ue Ls, m'21~mum exces*s t z)1l5'erature at each height is
correlated against z/ Q d A and z/Q d A for the O.lm x 1.0m burner
and the 0.2m x 0.2m burn~~ respectively(~~gures4,5). The temperature data
for the O.lm x 1.0m burner appear to cluster densely along on~ cU~Y3' and
exc*ss 2?~perature appears to be inversely proportional to z/Q d A for
z/Q d A~7.0, as expected from the turbulent line plum~ l~?eory[lOJ.
Howe\9gr, the slope for the data in the far field of low Q fires is
slightly less steep them -1; this implies some virtual source me'ftect.

The temperature data for the 0.2m x 1.OW' 021~ x 0.8m, 0.2m x 0.6m,
~nd 0.2m x 0.4m burner correlated against z/Q d A are shown in Figures
6- 9; the results for a;;' 4 are very close to TIt~e relation for the O.lm x
1. Om burner, whereas for a" 3 clustering of the data is seen only within
the flame region. Moreover, for a" 3, the power of height representing ()
in the far field is evidently closer to -5/3 than to -1. Maximum exces~
temperature at each height for the O.~m x2~34m and 0.2m x 0.6m rectangular
burner is also correlated against z/Q d A as shown .Ln Figures 10, 11.
For each of these burners, the temperar~re data beyond the height of flame
tips appear to cluster along one curve, 'and the slope representing the
power of height for excess temperature is approximately -5/3. The
difference of the temperature among the burners arose from the
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normalization of z by Q* d2/ 5
A; 2fs the analogy from the flame height

analysis, bias of the curv~~ by a is expected to lead to the agreement
among the results. The curve shown in Figures 10 and 11 represents this
operation. The temperature data in the far field for rectangular fuels of
a=2,3 seem to be close to this biased curve.
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This result implies that the line-source approximation would hold
only for a;;> 3, and fuels of aspect ratio 2~3 would be transient from
square to line fuels. Even though maximum excess temperature for fuels of
a=2~3 in the very far field of may also approach the point source
relationship, they should be closer to a line source as far as dealing
with a field in which temperature has some significance for fire safety.

CONCLUSIONS

From the results of the present experiment, the following conclusions
can be drawn.
1. For heat release conditions anticipated in actual fires, there is
considerable influence of fuel shape on flame height and temperature
distribution in the plume above the flame.
2* Height of flame from a rectangular fue1*is represented as a function of
Q d for each aspect ratio. For a given Q d value, flame is highest for
liWg fuel and shortest for the square fuef? Flame height for any aspect
ratio falls between these two "ideal" bounds.
3. Vertical distribution of maximum temperature at each height for a;;> 4
within the region which has some significance for fire safety is almost
identical to that for line fire.
4. Vertical distribution of maximum temperature for rectangular fuels of a
=2,3 is close, in the flame, to the line fuel relationship and, in the
plume, to the square fuel relationship.
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TERMINOLOGY

A

B
Cp
D
LF
Q

Q~

Q*
Q*
Q mod
T
g
a
p
e

suffix

length of the shorter side of a rectangular fuel surface, or width
of line fuel
length of the longer side of a rectangular fuel surface
specific heat of air
characteristic fuel size
flame height
heat release rate
heat release rate per unit length 1/2 5/2
dimensionless heat release rate defined as Q/ p T g D
dimensionless heat release rate per unit lengtH 0

modified dimensionless heat release rate defined as Q/p T gl/2A3/2 B
o 0absolute temperature

gravitational acceleration
aspect ratio (B/A)
density
excess temperature

o ambient
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